192. 1 Exercise

Some time fill in the blank with the correct indefinite pronoun τις, τι, some, a certain kind, etc.

ἔπος

1. some (acc.) words
2. by means of certain kinds of words
3. some (acc.) word
4. of some word
5. certain kinds of (nom.) words
6. by means of some word
7. of certain kinds of words

μάντις

1. of some soothsayer
2. some (acc.) soothsayer
3. for some soothsayer
4. certain kinds of (acc.) soothsayers
5. of certain kinds of soothsayers
6. for certain kinds of soothsayers
7. certain kinds of (nom.) soothsayers

εὐχωλή

1. certain kinds of (nom.) vows
2. for some vow
3. of some vow
4. some (acc.) vow
5. certain kinds of (acc.) vows
6. for certain kinds of vows
7. of certain kinds of vows